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3. The logger on site
Accessing formations without the aid of gravity

Logging short horizontal boreholes
Most exploration boreholes are drilled vertically or, at least, within 45 degrees of vertical. If we include in‐mine
boreholes drilled ahead of workings, then the proportion is reduced somewhat and there are many specialised
drilling applications such as coalbed methane production where boreholes are turned to follow a near horizontal
target. Normally, the logger relies on gravity to deliver his sonde to the end of a borehole but for horizontal jobs,
the sonde must be delivered by means of some rigid mechanical device, such as the drill string.
There are many techniques for delivering a sonde to
the end of a horizontal borehole but one simple
method for short holes is to employ drain or sewer
rods.

A portable push‐rod system for
underground applications

The rods are attached to a cable head using a special
adapter. They are usually assembled in advance and
laid out on the floor so that two or three men can
push the sonde into the bore while the winch
releases cable. Once the sonde is at the end of a
borehole, the logger winches out the whole assembly
while capturing a log. The rod handlers do not pull.
They just guide the rods away from the borehole collar. This manually operated system will log horizontal
boreholes of up to about 50 metres in length and vertical (upward) holes to about 30 metres.
Of course, the problem with horizontal boreholes is that they are dry, so the logger is prohibited from using
some of the available log measurements. Nevertheless, a very useful set of data can be captured and, in
practical terms, one or two are usually enough to satisfy our ambitions in a particular situation. Perfect depth
control is important because depth of intersection of a geological boundary is often the main goal.

The author conducting a recent trial at Finsch
Diamond mine in South Africa. Note the push
rods and cable.

Fairly short, lightweight, dry‐hole tools include:





Natural gamma
Formation density (single spacing)
Optical televiewer
Magnetic susceptibility

The sought‐after knowledge is often related to some
geotechnical challenge, so the optical televiewer is a
particularly useful tool. In the diamond mine
example illustrated above, the aim was to determine depth of intersection of a kimberlite pipe without having to
employ expensive core drilling. A simple natural gamma sonde did the job perfectly in this particular geological
setting ... contrasting kimberlite with the dolomite host rock is fairly straightforward.
The wireline log offers an accurate depth reference as well as a precise, objective in‐situ measurement. The
result is easily interrogated, stored and transmitted. Drill core requires costly rig time, transport, storage and

